The seal ofNew York University features the motto perstare et praestare ("to persevere and to excel") below an image of classical runners in competition. Above the runners hovers the torch ofliberty. According to the school website, the athletes represent the "pursuit of academic excellence," while the torch designates NYU's service to the metropolis. Even as the seal draws multiple, positively-coded signifiers into its rhetoric of achievement, it harbors secrets about the purposes of its institution. To what end the university perseveres, where it excels, and how its activities serve the city remain undefined. Although NYU provides a striking example of a private research university in pursuit of excellence, schools throughout the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education use similar language to describe their missions. 1 The idea of excellence extends across classifications-alongside concepts like service, accountability, and flexibility-and it typically connotes the viability of higher education in the global marketplace. As the NYU seal suggests, excellence evokes classical competition: to excel is to fare well in the race. What the seal does not say directly, and what my analysis of institutional literature from various sectors of the Carnegie Classification helps reveal, is that the race reproduces meritocratic ideology, upholding the fiction of evenly matched participants while naturalizing their rivalry. 2 In associating excellence with ideological reproduction, I hope both to evoke Bill Readings's The University in Ruins and to distinguish my argument from his. In what is still the best analysis of how excellence functions in higher education, he notes the term's prevalence in Maclean's college rankings, in assessments of faculty and student performance, in campus resource evaluations, and in rationales for departmental cutbacks-to name some of its more troubling locations. It is troubling not jac 25.2 (2005) 
jae only because of its uncertain meaning, but because it fails to identify any mission for higher education beyond economically-driven competition within and among schools. Whether we use the term to assess student writing or determine institutional rankings, we reproduce this competition. The term flourishes thanks in part to its emotional appeal and seeming innocence: "The need for excellence is what we all agree on. And we all agree on it because it is not an ideology, in the sense that it has no external referent or internal content" (23) . Rather than gauging the university's capacity to preserve the cultural legacy of the nation-state (as universities have done throughout the Enlightenment and into the Cold War), excellence now serves as an internal regulation mechanism for academic bureaucracies. While Readings hardly desires an overtly nationalist academy, neither is he sanguine about the university as a business that relentlessly ties its self-assessment to market demand.
Universities' answerability to markets makes them more than just servants or imitators of other corporations. In Readings's view and in mine, "The University is not just like a corporation; it is a corporation" (22) . But I take his move to divorce corporatism from ideology to be ideological in itself, as it draws an untenable distinction between culture and economics while failing to appreciate what Louis Althusser calls "interpellation." If excellence appears to have no content, that is partly because meritocracy strives to occupy the space of nature rather than culture. The term's pretensions to naturalness facilitate its cultural work, which is to affirm the neutrality of an economic system while marking distinction within it.
Although he draws on Althusser's "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses" to substantiate his reading of excellence, Readings forwards a different theory of ideology from that offered by his predecessor. In The University in Ruins, the theory refers to ideals of high culture that circulate through traditional institutions in a deliberate and observable historical process (one that has of late yielded to economic concerns). In "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses," the theory also highlights the power of traditional institutions, but designates the "imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence" (294). Where Readings presumes transparency, Althusser sees a tendency to obscure. And where the former believes we can step outside ideology and even observe its dissolution, the latter argues that it "interpellates" or hails us in everything from formal rituals to the minutiae of our daily routines. Despite its ubiquity, "ideology never says, 'I am ideological'" (301) . In Althusser' s view, the beliefthat we have escaped it is a sure sign of its presence.
I am less interested in locating a misapplication of Althusser' s theory than in reasserting the sustained presence of ideology in the academy's self-representations. More particularly, I want to tie that sustained presence to the pervasive character of rhetoric. The rhetoric of excellence helps to constitute and reconstitute an ideology that binds higher education to global capital. The term may be a floating signifier, but it floats within the boundaries of market rationality; and what's more, it helps to preserve those boundaries while feigning no relation to them. Excellence rhetoric serves as a seedbed ofideology, with seemingly endless applications that indicate not meaninglessness but the great variety of competition unfolding within higher education.
To describe rhetoric as a seedbed is to differentiate it from an effect. It is at this point that I depart from Althusser's famous essay, for I hesitate to accept its valorization of science and reality as the foundational truths that ideology masks. Instead, I maintain that neither science nor reality exists outside rhetoric, that whatever truth they designate takes shape only through the interplay of signs. Challenging the foundationalism that underlies most ideological critique in composition studies, Raul Sanchez remarks that "theory in this [Althusserian] vein is an attempt to look behind, to get around, to see through what is apparent on the surface of language and to get at the real" (743). The difficulty with this approach is not only its assumption of an unmediated reality, but its confidence that any attempt to designate that reality only produces another layer of deception. The inability to escape the object of critique creates what Sanchez calls an "incapacitated human subject" (748) .
In arguing for the rhetorical constitution of ideology, I hold out hope for resistance to the absolute interpellation of human subjects. Even though I acknowledge the cultural force of Althusser's ISA, I join scholars such as Patricia Bizzell, Henry Giroux, and Robert Yagelski in arguing that interpellation is always an incomplete process; and I further suggest that rhetorical practice helps ensure this incompleteness. What Readings does, rather than demonstrate the postideological character of excellence, is to show us how critical rhetoricians can expose the term's corporate affinities. While his dismissal of ideology is itself ideological insofar as it makes capitalism seem neutral, his linking of excellence to bureaucratic rationality opens the way for resistance. Even as the ISA essay seems to disallow such resistance, Sanchez finds inAlthusser's For Marx a conviction that "ideology is a phenomenon about which some-jac thing can be done, despite its pervasiveness. That is, ideology can be enacted or resisted by subjects, even though it is always in play" (749). For Marx is an earlier text, but in Sanchez's view, a more overtly rhetorical one that construes ideological reproduction as only one possibility rather than a foregone conclusion.
In what follows, I will show how the rhetoric of excellence works almost imperceptibly to reproduce the ideology of meritocracy and strengthen academia's complicity with corporate globalization. In so doing, I hope to denaturalize that rhetoric, and thereby suggest that a different kind of university is still possible. Three categories emerge from my analysis of excellence, and although they are not meant to be allencompassing, they provide a heuristic for interpreting the simultaneous mUltiplicity and boundedness of the term. Looking at literature circulated by community colleges, baccalaureate colleges, master's colleges and universities, and doctoral/research institutions, I find that this rhetoric tends to support institutional "branding" in a global marketplace, an extension of managerial prerogative, and anti-unionism. 3 As I draw on rhetorical theory to examine these categories, the categories help to illuminate the roles of rhetoric and composition instruction in the contemporary academy. For more than a century, introductory writing programs have fostered job-ready literacies, supporting the institutional claim to enhance merit in a globalizing economy. They have performed this role with a mostly contingent workforce, exemplifying efficiently managed labor for the rest of the university. But many participants in the discourse of writing instruction resist the traditional role of composition programs, viewing rhetorical analysis as a way to expose and even challenge the harnessing of pedagogy to economic imperatives. Although literacy workers often comply with the institutional drive toward excellence, we can also make that drive explicit. Where we specify the rhetorical circulation of ideology, we demonstrate its incompleteness.
The Rereferentialization of a Floating Signifier
Before examining how schools at numerous points in the Carnegie Classification market excellence, it is useful to understand the scope and purposes of the classification system. In the foreword to the listings in 2000, Lee Schulman claims that the system fosters research on higher education by distinguishing categories of postsecondary schools that are "homogeneous with respect to the functions of the institutions and characteristics of students and faculty members." For example, the category of "Master's Colleges and Universities I" suggests that such institutions "typically offer a wide range of baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through the master's degree." Those master's institutions that receive a designation of "I" award at least forty master's degrees per year across at least three disciplines, as opposed to "Master's II" schools, which confer at least twenty degrees across any number of disciplines. While categorizing schools according to what kinds of programs they offer and the number of degrees they grant, the classification also specifies whether they are private, public, forprofit, and not-for-profit.
Senior Carnegie analyst Alexander McCormick acknowledges that the listings provide only one way among many to classify colleges and universities, granting that the system greatly simplifies the complex scene of higher education in America. Drawing on the work of Hugh Davis Graham and Nancy Diamond in The Rise of American Research Universities, McCormick nevertheless defends the system as a means of researching and representing the wide array of existing schools. Although Schulman and McCormick stress the importance of the classification as a research tool, they also note the tendencies of governmental bodies, grant foundations, news media, and "senior administrators" to interpret the listings as a ranking system. The ideology of merit clouds the system's descriptive character, generating a reception that vio lates the document's stated purposes. Schulman claims that such reception has the "pernicious effect" of encouraging diverse schools to emulate research universities. Echoing Schulman, McCormick supports the desire for improvement throughout higher education, yet doubts the utility of the Carnegie Classification for gauging those improvements. The listings were designed to describe schools according to their functions and population characteristics, not to indicate relative strengths or weaknesses.
My analysis of the uses of excellence observes the original purposes of the classification system, arguing not that some inflections of the rhetoric are better or more prestigious than others, but that the term surfaces in a number of institutional categories in ways that reveal higher education's complicity with the globalizing aspirations of capitalism. While excellence means different things in different contexts, those things tend to assume international free-market rivalries as natural goods. Though I do not analyze references to excellence from schools in every gradation ofthe system, I attempt to capture the prevalence ofthe rhetoric in sectors from public community colleges to private research I institutions.4 In contrast to Bill Readings' assertion that excellence has been entirely dereferentialized through its abundant and multifarious uses, I hold that executives who wish to ensure the financial security and ideological authority of the university rereferentialize the floating signifier for those very purposes. Although excellence has no stable referent, its referential sphere or tapas remains consistent. The following discussions of how policy documents and promotional literature use the idea of excellence should be viewed not as entirely discrete rhetorical categorizations, but as converging and often mutually reinforcing depictions of the idea's affinity for deregulated global markets.
Institutional Branding in a Global Marketplace
Excellence often signals comparative advantage. Schools who claim it not only express pride in their general accomplishments, they claim to eclipse other schools in their market sector. In everything from academics to community service to sports, competitive competence sharpens brandname appeal. One example of this appeal emerges in the strategic plan of Roosevelt University, a private Master's-level I institution in Chicago with approximately 7,400 students and 500 faculty members. Since its inception in 1945, the university has emphasized its exceptional service to inner city students and first-time college attendees. The strategic plan constructs such service as a mark of distinction, a way to compete. While schools throughout the Carnegie Classification wish to achieve brandname status by excelling in targeted areas, Roosevelt is especially overt in its marketing strategies, encouraging administrators to "stress branding both internally and externally and maximize the value ofthe historic Roosevelt name, orienting the public to Roosevelt's association with social justice and academic excellence" ("Goals"). With its attention to internal and external branding, the document insists on marketing the name both to those already working within the school as well as consumers and potential supporters outside the university. Where such marketing succeeds, that name will immediately evoke communal awareness and intellectual distinction.
Despite the worthiness of such attributes, the above passage couples "social justice" with academic excellence without noting the lurking contradictions. The immediately positive connotations of excellence disguise how colleges reproduce social injustice by excluding some students and sorting others according to economic demand. Roosevelt may indeed desire justice for inner city and working class populations, but the instruments of excellence-whether tests, entrance requirements, or degrees themselves-typically work to set people apart from those categories, rather than revising the economic structure that makes the categories exploitable.
Much ofthe rhetorical weight of Roosevelt's strategic plan lies in its capacity to submerge such contradictions beneath the emotional appeal of its language. As Lynn Worsham reminds us,
The strongest and subtlest appeal of any given ideology is through emotion .... Ideology works most effectively through emotion to interpellate us as particular kinds of subjects who ideally are not disposed-that is to say, who ideally do not have the affective disposition-to question or to sustain resistance to the structures of subordination through which we are constituted as subjects. (106) But even as Worsham specifies the ideological work of the emotions, she attempts to show that interpellation isn't total, that we can critically analyze our affective dispositions. Readings' work provides a case in point, opening the affective dimension of excellence to scrutiny (even if he fails to recognize that dimension as ideological). Still, the question is not only whether we can resist our dispositions but how readily we do, especially when the most debilitating dispositions tell us that resistance will be unsuccessful and ultimately meaningless.
Even where the rhetoric of excellence produces logical contradictions, it generally preempts resistance with its positive emotional appeal. NYU builds this appeal into its campus expansion plans, thereby reinforcing the attraction of its already renowned brand name. In an interview with the Los Angeles Times, former NYU president L. Jay Oliva praises his administration's decision to spend a large portion of the university endowment on new buildings in a bohemian area of the city, claimingthat "There's no way to get excellence, other than buying your way into it" (Weiss) . While serving as an NYU trustee, billionaire investor and past CBS chairman Laurence Tisch also applauded the decision as demonstrating good business sense. In contrast to Readings' claim that excellence has no content, these NYU officials explicitly connect the idea with visible wealth. What's disturbing about such perspectives is not the underlying assumption that well-appointed campus facilities can enrich education. Such facilities undoubtedly serve teachers and students alike by providing comfortable spaces for long-term interaction and intellectual experimentation. What's disturbing is the construction of the university as an accumulation machine whose value is relative to the signs of its buying power. 5 jac In his 2002 speech "NYU: A Leadership University in a Time of Hyperchange," NYU president John Sexton continues the tradition of institutional branding by highlighting the school's location in the "world's legal, financial, cultural and intellectual capital." Suggesting that the "literal ground of our being is the geographic center of the global century," he insists that local advantages "position us to excel" while ensuring NYU's status as a leadership institution. He represents NYU not only as a globally recognizable logo, but as a fixture of the world's most culturally and economically influential city. Trumpeting the contributions of New York and its university to international trade, he pays no attention to how "hyperchange" widens economic disparities between rich and poor, between those with access to private colleges and those without.
Stressing corporate leadership in ways that validate the dominion of an elite, Sexton ignores what David Harvey calls "uneven geographical development." In Spaces a/Hope, Harvey develops a theory of capitalism that adds nuance to recent discussions of globalization by emphasizing irregular flows of wealth and influence throughout the world. These flows express themselves as dense concentrations of power in some geographical spaces and often extreme impoverishment in others. On a global scale, New York is unmatched by most other locations for consolidated material and political resources. Among the compelling subtleties of Harvey's argument, however, stands his assertion that such resources are unevenly distributed even within spaces like New York. That the affluent, Greenwich Village setting of NYU can exist in close relation to pockets of economic deprivation-the very relation that Oliva and Tisch have endeavored to disguise by buying up city space and erecting new buildings-suggests the highly localized as well as international applicability of "uneven geographical development." Sexton's blanket assertion of New York's legal, financial, cultural, and intellectual preeminence cordons off the numbers of poor who dwell in the city whi Ie being denied its immense resources.
Obscuring NYU's complicity with local and international social hierarchy, he emphasizes "diversity" as a way to bolster the school's brand-name marketability. To ensure excellence, he claims that "[w]e must make this University look like this city, this country, and this world." Although I admire his drive toward cultural heterogeneity on campus, the desire to make NYU appear global signals either unawareness or a strategic repression of global class division. Even as NYU advertises its inclusivity, it helps reproduce such division through its tuition rates and admission standards. The language of diversity finds both its vehicle and its limit in Sexton's determination to excel. In many instances, advertising diversity as a marker of excellence can help attract student consumers and corporate sponsors. Yet, where excellence means meritocracy, diversity must be carefully policed. Making our schools look like our world very seldom means granting entrance to anyone who wishes to attend. Such a policy would threaten academia's role as gatekeeper for capital.
Even where people gain entry, they must continually submit to disciplinary surveillance if they are to demonstrate comparative advantage. Writing instruction has historically supplied one among many modes of discipline, requiring students to adopt the linguistic tendencies of the elect and thereby prepare themselves for business. Although the discipline of rhetoric and composition has produced radical calls for diversity-from feminist rhetoricians, critical race scholars, and proponents ofthe "Students' Right to Their Own Language" document, to name a few sources-such calls have usually been overpowered by an emphasis on proper academic discourse. By policing access to the dominant linguistic code, composition helps reinforce the ideological connection between schooling and job readiness. In Sharon Crowley'S view, We inherit an institutional structure that was created in order to serve as a social and intellectual gatekeeper. Its operational status was and still is grounded in nineteenth century hopes for literacy, assumptions about who was, and who could become, "an educated person," and about the most efficient ways of fitting people to compete aggressively, if obediently, in a capitalist society. (235) In its instrumentalist varieties, composition fosters more than just literate skill; it fosters an affective disposition toward market discipline. Being an "educated person," and hence a strong competitor, involves not merely writing but being written by capital's preferred discourses. Though being a competitor would seem to imply free-ranging agency, this implication masks the totalizing character of the system, the dearth of options beyond competition.
As composition (putatively) prepares students to negotiate a system of highly uneven resource distribution, it reinforces that system with its own division of labor. Those who manage first-year writing tend to receive markedly better compensations than those whose primary job is to teach it. Although the latter group outnumbers the former by a considerable margin, it holds significantly less power to shape curricu-jac lum and influence scholarly discourse about writing instruction. At least as distressingly, the teachers hold comparatively little assurance of continued employment.
Globalization theorists typically associate such power imbalances with post-Fordism, an economic trend whereby stable occupations give way to piecemeal contracts, and factories to internationally dispersed production models. 6 Though composition instruction mostly remains tied to school grounds, writing programs reproduce post-Fordist ideology by concentrating managerial power within a narrow group while retaining a large, flexible workforce. But where most theorists trace post-Ford ism to the early 1970s, composition as piecemeal labor dates back to the nineteenth century.7 Rather than merely being influenced by post-Fordist ideology, English departments have helped the academy adapt to it. As Ohmann sees it, "Higher education as a whole has reconfigured itself on the model of literacy work, having learned from English 101 how to give the customer decent service while keeping costs down and the labor force contingent" (43).
In English departments and elsewhere, contingent faculty are faculty in name only, typically lacking the pay, security, and governance responsibilities of their full-time counterparts. But despite the irony of the "faculty" designation, the term nevertheless remains useful for institutional branding, supporting the illusion of a teaching force with time and resources enough to build nurturing relationships with undergraduates. The University of Hawaii at Hilo profits from this illusion, enhancing its liberal arts appeal by offering a "personalized education" that includes close interaction between students and faculty. It must define "faculty" quite broadly to fulfill that promise, however. 8 The university's strategic plan boasts a student to faculty ratio of 13.2:1 in the year 2000, but acknowledges that in order to maintain that proportion-which "compares favorably with many excellent liberal arts institutions"-the school must replace empty tenure lines with non-tenure-track jobs. The ratio therefore stays fairly constant for branding purposes, even as the conditions of labor that underwrite the ratio degenerate. 9 An orientation toward cheap labor and job-ready pedagogy helps colleges and programs maintain comparative advantage in an increasingly global marketplace. While schools like Roosevelt, NYU, and Hawaii at Hilo lure students with the promise of saleable credentials and personalized guidance, composition helps those students develop preferred language skills and an affective disposition toward meritocracy. Name brand schools interpellate literate competitors just as those com-petitors help sustain the brand name. With this bleak description, I do not mean to reduce the complex and progressive work of many composition scholars to a homogeneous portrait of corporate complicity. In response to the liberal individualism encouraged by the university of excellence, many critical compositionists support classroom dialogue and researched writing about the structural inequities oflocal and global economies. But critical literacy theory must be understood as running counter to the dominant historical purposes of writing instruction as well as the prevailing objectives of higher education. Despite its progressive sectors-and regardless of its low status-composition remains a model of flexible service in a time of managed hyperchange.
Extending Managerial Prerogative
In composition as in the larger academy, the drive toward excellence mirrors the drive toward bureaucratic efficiency. While fostering brandname recognition for schools at various points in the Carnegie Classification, the term promotes stability and intensified agency for the administrative class. As university officials attempt to make schools more competitive through internal ranking and meritocratic resource allocation, their logic and vocabulary inform an unapologetically corporate ethos. This ethos becomes apparent, for example, in the strategic plan of the University of Iowa, a research-driven public institution with rich accomplishments in medicine and language studies. 1o Founded in 1847, the school strives to merge effective teaching with efficient use of resources as it serves a student population of more than 28,000 per year. According to Iowa's Strategic Plan for the Arts and Sciences, the administration wishes to "implement planned reallocation of staff lines and general expense budget across the College on the basis of unit size and complexity." Officials base this reallocation of resources on a study of "factors that promote excellence in departmental faculty and teaching programs," using the results "to foster excellence within a larger number of units. "What the study's designated observers define as excellent ho Ids major consequences for the observed. In Iowa's case, as in many others, these judgments influence the staffing, curriculum, and resource acquisition of departments and programs across the university.
The reduction of dynamic varieties of academic labor to "units" reflects Frederick Taylor's theory of scientific management, particularly as appropriated by engineer Morris Cooke. A protege of Taylor, Cooke conducted a study in 1910 called Academic and Industrial Efficiency, in which he assessed the state of higher education based on Taylor's jac principles of quantification, subdivision, and strict monitoring of all work-related activities. Approaching college much as Henry Ford approached car manufacture, Cooke located institutional agency almost entirely in the managerial sector while viewing teachers and researchers as mechanisms of production. To counteract what he saw as laxity among educators, he introduced the "student hour" as a way to track their relative workloads, determine instructional cost per student, and compare levels of efficiency among schools and disciplines. With his emphasis on quantification and comparison, he was determined to replace the guild model of faculty collegiality with a sense of rivalry, for he believed rivalry among units to be the engine of innovation and cost-effective labor. 11 Administrators' efforts to foster a spirit of competition become particularly evident in their rhetoric of selective excellence. As Randy Martin indicates in his introduction to Chalk Lines: The Politics o/Work in the Managed University, such rhetoric signals the academy's emphasis on niche marketing and its readiness to discipline, decrease, and even eliminate under-productive personnel. The reduction offunding for those areas with limited market appeal leads not only to belt-tightening, but to outright displacement of jobs and programs, saving schools money and diminishing administrative planning. While tenure theoretically protects employees from dismissal, faculty cannot count on such protection if their work is deemed a financial drain on the institutionY Neither can established academic programs depend on tradition to preserve their place in contemporary schools, especially if they compete poorly with other programs for outside funding and student tuition dollars.
Yale president Richard Levin features the idea of selective excellence in a public policy document called "Preparing for Yale's Fourth Century," stressing faculty specialization as a necessary means to maintain his university's position among the most esteemed institutions on the global market. \3 "The principle of selective excellence," he writes, "has special relevance in fields of study-such as the physical sciences, engineering, and management-where limits on our resources will constrain our scale." Where Yale once attempted "broad coverage" of these disciplines, Levin advocates targeted research groups that "can compete with the best in the world in their areas of specialization for research support and graduate students." This logic is similarly apparent in the "Goals and Objectives" section of Roosevelt's strategic plan, which encourages the administration to "promote carefully selected academic programs very well and curtail or repackage those that are not sustain-able." In his 2002 convocation speech, Roosevelt President Charles Middleton reaffirmed the school's commitment to promote and curtail programs according to merit, making it his personal objective "to find ways to assure that those who produce outstanding work and achieve excellent results are well supported." According to Middleton, "Competition puts a premium on high quality, which in the end, is the only guarantorofsuccess."14 Levin's and Middleton's positions both resemble that of Cooke, who maintains that high-stakes, intricately subdivided teamwork will create the competitive incentive necessary to ensure excellence in production. The ideology of selective excellence not only underwrites an uneven concentration of resources, it speeds the dissolution of programs whose numbers fail to meet executive standards of quality.
For the logic of selectivity to thrive, officials must convince the public that demand for resources always exceeds availability. The more inevitable this imbalance appears, the more natural the rivalries among departments and programs. The University of Massachusetts at Boston, which provides programs in approximately ninety fields of study for over 13,000 students, appeals to the common sense of selective excellence to justify the differential funding of those programs. 15 UMB's "Five Major Challenges" provides a sample of how officials use a rhetoric of scarcity to foster competition:
No state appropriation is ever viewed as satisfactory because we always have and will have needs that cannot be satisfied. The challenge for us always is to do something that we do not do easily-choose which needs we are going to meet with the resources that are available. Over the next five years making these choices will be more difficult because we are unlikely to have as much flexibility as we have had over the past five years. Effective planning becomes more essential when resources are likely to be scarce.
While I do not dispute the implication that higher education is underfunded by federal and state governments, I question the inclusive we that decides how funds will be allocated. Rarely does this we include all, or even most, of the faculty members and students whose programs suffer from budget cuts. Little evidence exists in the literature of UMB-or any of the schools, for that matter-that decisions about budget cuts occur in other than oligarchic fashion. Those who decide which needs to address with their limited resources offer little or no public explanation about either their decision-making processes or the particular limitations they face in jac making them. Instead, they regularly disown their privilege altogether by foregrounding the difficulty of administrative work, laying particular emphasis on the lack of flexibility in allocating funds.
In strategic planning, the language offlexibility commonly accompanies the appeal to excellence-so commonly, in fact, that writing instructor David Wolf uses the term "flexiIIence" to describe the corporate university mission. This mission demands more than the flexibility of abstract programs; it demands flexible people. Wolf has demonstrated such flexibility by working for ten years on a series of one-year contracts. Under the aegis of selective excellence (which requires that composition programs be thrifty so others can flourish), schools hire and re-hire dependable writing teachers like Wolf without ever offering them secure positions. 16 Flexible contracts sometimes give management the freedom to make cuts "when resources are likely to be scarce," but they more often help suppress the costs of courses such as introductory writing. While a glance at yearly course offerings confirms writing as a fixture of the core curriculum, a look at teacher compensations indicates the marginality of the work and the expendability of the workers.
Cheap teaching represents only one sign of flexillence, however. Another sign is the contractual separation of contingent faculty from institutional governance. As Crowley suggests in Composition in the University, Composition teachers do not sit on the committees that make decisions affecting their teaching, including committees that choose textbooks and determine teaching schedules or those that write syllabi for the courses. Part-time teachers are sometimes hired the evening before a class begins; they are given a textbook and a syllabus and told to have a good semester. (5) Where flexible contracts (which often amount to little more than handshakes) deny institutional agency to their holders, they help assure managerial prerogative. For Gary Rhoades, the trend toward contingent labor means that many of the "managed professionals" in higher education lack the authority typically associated with professional work. Although nontenure-track workers commonly hold master's and doctoral degrees, their pay, health benefits, working conditions, and/or level of se If-determination in the workplace would seem to exclude them from the category of "professionals" altogether. Rhoades notes that part-time and nontenure-track faculty have so little contractually-specified power that in some cases they deliver prefabricated curricula rather than designing their own courses. In this way, the administration exerts its authority where teachers might expect to have primary influence.
In composition studies, there exists an expanding awareness that the majority of writing instruction occurs off the tenure track. The idea that part-timers merely provide a support service becomes untenable in a culture where so many first-year writing programs rely almost exclusively on contingent teachers. But even as scholars acknowledge labor exploitation, they often use that acknowledgment to argue for increased managerial control. Donna Strickland counts Joseph Harris among those scholars, suggesting that he conflates his work as writing program director with underpaid teaching work so as to authorize his plea for greater power over curriculum and hiring. Set alongside the discipline's validations of intellectual bureaucracy, his argument indicates what Strickland calls a "managerial unconscious" in the field. Even as she values his view of composition as a teaching subject, and applauds his determined efforts to raise the status of the discipline, she resists his conflation of specialized composition discourse with composition instruction. The elision of teaching with the management of teaching has made it possible for composition specialists to speak, for example, of the feminization and proletarianization of composition, as if the entire field were marginalized because those who teach it-as opposed to those who specialize in it-are economically and ideologically marginalized. (49) It is not only those who endorse casualization who use it to extend managerial prerogative. As Strickland's analysis shows, administrators may critique contingent labor exploitation while at the same time trying to expand their own authority. Harris locates opportunities to mitigate feminization and proletarianization in the same managerial role that has reproduced those trends, forgetting that the executive sector has rarely paid much for writing instruction, tacitly associating it with women's work since the 1800s.1 7 The idea that all institutional problems can be erased through savvy management becomes still more apparent in the institutional insistence on "accountability," a term that both reflects and intensifies the logic of excellence. Linda Maxson, Iowa's dean ofliberal arts, claims in her 2000 "State of the College" address that the increasing demands of academic jae life are attributable to "a new level of accountability, which has the virtue ofreminding us that we must constantly articulate our vision, explain our mission, andjustify our activities to our constituents-the first goal in our strategic plan." She views the faculty as well-prepared to meet the demands of corporate donors and the taxpaying public, emphasizing the high standards Iowa's teachers already hold for themselves: "The many creative, capable people gathered on our campus create their own imperatives out oflove of their disciplines and out of their innate drive to excellence." By constructing the drive toward excellence as innate, Maxson disguises its ideological character while depicting the external imposition of heightened accountability measures as naturally generated by campus workers themselves. Despite Maxson's suggestion that accountabi I ity rhetorics naturally emerge from an empowered workforce, Jan Currie and Leslie Vidovich describe a tendency for the logic of accountability to al ienate faculty from processes of institutional decision-making. 18 Based on surveys of schools including the University of Louisville, Florida State, and Arizona, Currie and Vidovich suggest that, in many cases, even faculty who are involved in decisions about institutional objectives feel that their voices go unheeded. When asked whether school governance is "more centralized," "more consultative," or dependent on a combination of central administration and faculty consultation, seventy-two percent of respondents chose "more centralized" (162) . When Louisville faculty, in particular, were asked who determines school objectives, sixty-six percent of them specified the "senior executive group" (167) . 19 These workers intuit what Ohmann voices directly in "Accountability and the Conditions for Curricular Change"-namely, that administrators who stress accountability not only manage on faculty's behalf, they manage faculty. Neither Ohmann's nor Currie and Vidovich's research directly addresses the centralization of power at Iowa, but based on the administration's attempts to discredit and bar the graduate students' union in 1998, it appears that the school provides no exception to current managerial trends. 20 The logic of accountability shapes the agenda of community colleges as much as extensive research institutions. This logic becomes especially clear in the literature of Cosumnes River College, a public Associate's College that offers "career education" to more than 11,000 students. 21 CRC defines accountability as "the obligation to perform, to justify, to explain and to be held responsible for the consequences and timeliness of an action or decision," while fore grounding its answerability to the district and the state. Where governmental bodies create mandates for excellence, eRe must promptly meet those mandates or justify its failure to do so. Determined to meet standards set by state and local boards, the college lists among its objectives the intention to "increase high-quality partnerships with local businesses, organizations, educational institutions, and the community." To enhance the quality of these partnerships, eRe endeavors to educate "a workforce that can attract and promote successful regional economic development." eRe hails students as contributors to and magnets for area businesses. The ideological linkage between education and employability helps stabilize academic capitalism by obscuring less economically-driven reasons for attending college. The ideas of education for social justice, for equality, or for critical awareness-to name three related alternatives to education for "successful regional economic development"-are largely overshadowed by the interlinked rhetorics of accountability and excellence.
The maintenance of excellence through accountability exacerbates injustices and expands inequalities because it tends to privilege historically dominant demographics. While schools like eRe may value job placement, and even develop performance indicators to assess their placement rates, affluent whites are likelier than those in other demographics to find sustainable careers after graduation CLafer). As Mathison and Ross suggest, rich schools (with often homogeneous student bodies) that fare well according to set performance indicators get to help determine standards for other schools, thereby contributing to the ongoing "normalization of whiteness, wealth, and exclusionary forms of know 1-edge." When college fails to produce increased employability for students, the free market ideology propounded by government, school, and corporate management teaches them to blame themselves, to view themselves as lacking excellence. Those institutions that emphasize the attainment of excellence through accountability rarely demand that capital answer to the poor and marginalized. The hegemony of standardization and surveillance interpellates subjects who either endorse their answerability to capital, or who cannot build enough collective traction to alter the direction of accountability.
Anti-Unionism
To help maintain one-way accountability, officials often attempt to delegitimize campus unions by suggesting that they compromise excellence. For some such officials, unions are incompatible with excellence jac because they require bargaining rather than unilateral decision-making. For others, they pose a threat by purportedly unsettling relationships between graduate students and faculty. In nearly every case, unions offend executive sensibilities by drawing attention to the class-based inequalities of campus life.
To defuse class consciousness, administrators claim to protect educational integrity from labor's supposedly mercenary interests. During the long struggle leading up to the 2001 recognition of GSOC-UAW-a recognition that has since been overturned-NYU's department of public policy drafted a document arguing that "collective bargaining should not be extended to graduate assistants because it would require the university to bargain over decisions concerning educational policy" ("Reply"). Here "bargaining" represents a threat to curriculum rather than a means to improve working conditions, allowing harsh economics into the harmonious academic sphere. Obscuring the already corporate disposition of contemporary higher education, the policy department dichotomizes academic and economic concerns so as to protect administrative control over both. It holds that labor's economic determinism will limit the university'S ability to "attract the most promising, able, and diverse graduate students," and to "forge partnerships with departments to insure a vision of excellence while maintaining the departments' central role in the development of our graduate programs." The department of public policy offers no evidence that unions diminish the promise or diversity of GAs, nor does it substantiate the claim that unions intrude on the academic prerogatives of departments. It merely takes these ideas as given, using them to dissociate unions from excellence.
Yale's graduate dean Susan Hockfield makes a similar argument against unionization by appealing to curricular flexibility and harmony among faculty and students:
My chief concern is that with any proposition that might-however slightly-diminish the flexibility of our programs, or the quality of our faculty-student relationships, we would be wise to weigh carefully whether or not such a change will move us closer to our shared vision of excellence for graduate education and the graduate student experience at Yale University.
Hockfield suggests that like NYU's public policy department, collective bargaining will limit Yale's capacity to offer the financial aid and benefits packages that he Ip the schoo I compete for the brightest graduate students. Negotiating with the union will, by her logic, constrain the administration's ability to provide the material conditions those students require. But for existing graduate employees, it is the conspicuous absence of such conditions that makes unionization necessary. Although Rockfield and other high-ranking administrators-at NYU as well as Yale-repeatedly suggest that labor unions do not understand how universities work, it often appears that administrators fail to understand how unions work. Either that, or they understand unions all too well. For the claim that unions limit the flexibility of graduate packages hints at an underlying desire to protect unilateral decisionmaking power.
Building on a union-busting campaign structured in part by the previous dean Thomas Appelquist and former provost Alison Richard, Rockfield further distorts the idea of organized graduate labor by arguing that it immediately and necessarily upsets students' relationships with faculty. Although she claims that unions cast all faculty as managers, she provides little supporting evidence. GA unions oppose faculty-administrators who make policy decisions without consulting workers, but they do not oppose faculty in general. Instead, they seek support from as many professors as possible, espec ially considering that tenure-track educators hold the very positions the labor movement seeks to increase. Tying graduate interests to those of the general campus population, the movement endeavors to disrupt the socioeconomic hierarchy that preempts employees'solidarity.
Literacy workers have a longstanding stake in challenging that hierarchy, for they consistently occupy its lower rungs. Many such workers already draw on the scholarship of Paulo Freire to challenge racism, sexism, heterosexism, and other identity-based forms of discrimination in the writing classroom, yet they pay less attention to his dedication to labor equity. That dedication nevertheless permeates Pedagogy of the Oppressed, the text for which he is most commonly celebrated. 22 To give Freire's ideas activist expression, and to enrich the circumstances in which critical education occurs, teachers might apply his theories to campus working conditions. In his famous chapter on the "banking concept" of education, he diagnoses modern education with "narration sickness," a condition that locates storytelling power solely in institutional authorities while coding students as information receptacles. 23 As I see it, this condition exists not only in the classroom, but in university administrators' efforts to protect their narrative domain by silencing graduate unionists. The official narrative suggests that graduate jac workers are not employees at all, but rather students who benefit from the university's generosity while preparing themselves for entry into the professional managerial class. As students (read objects o/institutional benevolence), they should learn to listen rather than try to negotiate.
GAs and faculty alike would do well to confront this variety of narration sickness, for it ensures the docility offlexible educators even as the cultural logic offlexibility erodes tenure lines. Confronting narration sickness means addressing political and material inequities as structural problems rather than neutral realities. With his "problem-posing" pedago gy, Freire invites us to question the language practices that sustain class divisions (even as those practices pretend political disinterest). Where the rhetoric of excellence would quiet graduate assistants who occupy the ro les of student and worker simultaneously, it demands such questioning; where it would dichotomize the interests offaculty and GAs, it warrants their combined resistance-aresistance that reveals the imperfect hold of ideology and the possibility of agency. Though we cannot simply step outside meritocratic hierarchies, we can deliberately pose the problems they so successfully obscure.
Despite (or perhaps because of) the efforts of a critically I iterate labor movement, administrators commonly deny hierarchies altogether. In a statement on the National Labor Relations Board's 2000 endorsement of graduate student organizations at private universities, NYU spokesman John Beckman expresses disappointment with the NLRB but remains convinced that the campus community will overcome the divisions created by the board's rulings.24 He assures the NYU public that "we will remain one community of scholars-faculty and students alike-within which we must all work together to achieve that most important of goals for higher education: academic excellence." In accusing the NLRB of engineering class distinctions, Beckman practices a rhetorical sleight-ofhand wherein he casts the university as resolutely familial. Positing a harmonious community in pursuit of excellence, he masks the socioeconomic differences that make unionization necessary. He indeed masks the extent to which excellence connotes managed hierarchy rather than collegiality. Contrary to his position that unionization stratifies the institution, NYU graduate students organize because such stratification already exists. Those students wish to bargain precisely because their daily experiences prove the inadequacy of managerial benevolence, the falsehood of bureaucratic appeals to community, and the class interests underlying Beckman's urge to excel.
Post-Ideological Rhetoric? Part of the purpose ofthis essay has been to illustrate the applicability of Readings' critique of excellence across a range of institutional categories. The term's utility for promoting educational brand names within and beyond specific campuses, its connotations of administrative authority, and its anti-labor inflections all indicate the protean nature of the signifier. I part company with Readings by claiming that the referential sphere of excellence is consistent even if the particular referent is not. Instead of merely reaffirming the Derridean insight that the free-ranging use of a trope indicates the instability of its meaning (and of meaning more generally), I argue that the idea of excellence typically means for people who are invested in a "free" market structured upon radically uneven resource distribution.
Readings ties this rhetoric of excellence to "Americanization," a term fraught with vague associations but signifying nothing precise. For him the word signals a repressed fear that it means nothing to be American, feigning the importance of the nation-state even as multinational corporations eclipse its power. I agree with him that excellence harmonizes with Americanization, but for different reasons. In my view, the ideology of the nation-state and the globalization of corporate authority are not opposing forces, but mutually supportive and sometimes indistinguishable. The global spread of U.S. culture at once mirrors and intensifies the country's economic dominance. While globalization may appear to suggest the flagging of the nation-state, it more properly expresses "the United States' triumph as a leading capitalist nation ... the triumph of what one might call 'business civilization'" (Webster 268) . Where Readings maintains that the academy no longer inculcates an idea of national heritage in its students, serving instead to condition those students for corporate competition, I contend that such conditioning fortifies the heritage it supposedly displaces. Readings' protestations to the contrary, the academy still teaches culture-using the language of excellence to attune education to market demand, to preserve the authority of the business class, to foster a spirit of contest. The classic image of competition on the NYU seal serves as a model for more schools than NYU alone, and may in fact be higher education's dominant paradigm.25
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma According to that year's Classification system, such institutions "typically offer a wide range of baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through the doctorate. During the period studied, they awarded 50 or more doctoral degrees per year across at least 15 disciplines." All Carnegie references are to the 2003 listings, which proceed from a classification model that was first introduced in 2000.
2. The seal can be found on page 111 of the NYU Student Guide (http:// www.nyu.edu/students.guide/chapterl.pdf). NYU's "History" webpage offers an interpretation of the seal (http://www.nyu.edu/about/history.html).
3. While not all of the categories apply to the literature of all schools, they apply with regularity to multiple locations across the classification system. 4. While I situate my claims in relation to other critics of corporate rhetoric in higher education, those claims are based on the original examination of primary documents from each school. The schools included in the analysis were selected specifically because of their diverse positions within the classification system.
5. Similar rhetorical Iinkages between excellence and campus architecture occur in the literature of Roosevelt, Southern Connecticut State University (public Master's University I), and the University of Massachusetts at Boston. The documents range from presidents' convocation speeches to admission department guidelines to formal strategic plans. Though some of the literature points out that visible wealth and productive education should not be conflated, much of it claims that campus expansion reflects excellence. While NYU administrators openly celebrate using endowment money to enhance the school's brand-name marketability, most other schools conceal the detai Is of their financial practices. How accumulation happens-whether through corporate investment, casualization oflabor, tuition hikes, or other modes ofrapid revenue generation-usually remains unstated.
6. With the help of advanced communications networks, corporate management has segmented production, set up worksites at the cheapest available locations, and monitored work from remote locations. It thereby undermines labor solidarity, saves money, and extends its range of surveillance. Manuel Castells provides one ofthe most significant accounts of these trends in his threevolume The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture. For an assessment of competing views on the subject, consult Frank Webster's Theories of the Information Society.
7. Eileen Schell's Gypsy Academic and Mother Teachers provides a careful look at the gendered character of this history.
8. The University of Hawaii at Hilo is a public Baccalaureate University. The Classification indicates that " [t] hese institutions are primarily undergradu-ate colleges with major emphasis on baccalaureate programs. During the period studied, they awarded at least half of their baccalaureate degrees in liberal arts fields." 9. Part-time writing instructor Helen O'Grady finds similarly deceptive rhetoric in the mission statements of her employers. Though the statements specify close relations between teachers and students as a primary goal, O'Grady maintains that working at mUltiple schools for long hours-with little to no office space--inhibits contingent educators' availability to students and their ability to maintain a rigorously critical pedagogy. Those same factors constrain contingent workers' efforts to organize. Lack of time and resources, while constituting grounds for resistance, in many cases undermines the collective energy necessary to realize it. An unorganized faculty helps keep overhead low in composition and throughout the university. As Brown and Comola observe, rarity of organized activism is partly what makes contingent labor so appealing, as it provides a valued form of flexibility for budget-conscious administrators. While current administrations may not clock the motions of educators for efficiency, they nevertheless create a pervasive sense of surveillance through enforced casualization of work. In many cases the workers who most deeply internalize their expendability are the ones who keep their jobs.
10. The University of Iowa is an extensive Doctoral/Research institution located in Iowa City.
11. Claiming the necessity of an administrative overclass for the economic health of higher education, Cooke theorized an early version of what Gary Rhoades calls "managed professionalism," a widespread phenomenon that involves the stratification and diminished institutional agency of teachers and researchers. Although the rise of total quality management in industry and the academy has blurred strict divisions between management and labor, the rhetorical obj ectification and rationalization of academic work remains prevalent in the strategic planning of contemporary higher education.
12. In Managed Professionals, Rhoades recounts how tenure fails to protect faculty jobs in times of retrenchment.
13. Yale University is a private, extensive Doctoral/Research institution located in New Haven, Connecticut.
14. Competition supposedly fosters higher levels of achievement than wideranging collaboration, but neither Roosevelt nor any of the other schools specifies the basis ofthat assumption. Never do they imagine academic or larger social arrangements founded on collective wellbeing rather than competitive sovereignty. Seeing themselves as successful negotiators of meritocracy, many top administrators deem it natural and right that they should help determine its rewards for those not yet ascended to management. Proven competitors ostensibly make worthy judges. Such thinking demonstrates how members of the academy's professional managerial class are at once sustainers and subjects of market ideology. Whether the market system isjustrarely matters, for its subjects believe it to be always better than alternative systems. jae 15. The University of Massachusetts at Boston is a public, intensive Doctoral/Research institution. While similar to the "extensive" category of doctoral education in their baccalaureate offerings, research institutions classified as "intensive" award "at least ten doctoral degrees per year across three or more disciplines, or at least 20 doctoral degrees per year overall."
In the introduction to Moving a Mountain: Transforming the Role of Contingent Faculty in Composition Studies and Higher Education, Eileen
Schell and Patricia Lambert Stock observe that contingent faculty comprise over half of all teaching faculty in higher education. At Roosevelt University, the number of teachers working off the tenure track in 1998 approached three quarters of the total faculty. According to Roosevelt's strategic plan, "Onehundred eighty full-time faculty develop programs, advise students and teach courses with support from 450 part-time faculty." The fact that 2.5 part-time teachers exist for every full-time faculty member at Roosevelt seems to suggest that those full faculty are, to say the least, well-supported. More accurately, however, it exposes the reality that part-timers do not merely support more accomplished faculty, they constitute the university's core workforce.
17. As Schell shows in Gypsy Academics, the history of casualization unfolds in tandem with the rise of women instructors. Schell and Stock contend that as higher education has become more "democratic," its hiring practices have become "increasingly undemocratic" (5). They point not only to the heavy reliance of institutions on contingent faculty, but to the large numbers of women who fill contingent positions while the tenured faculty pool remains disproportionately male. Rhoades notes similar trends, seeing a strong correlation between gender and salary, especially at elite research institutions (72). He claims that across institutional types, the average salary offaculty men is twenty-five percent higher than that of women and that the difference in earnings actually grew in the last decades of the twentieth century: "In 1992, the salary gap between faculty men and women was $9,725: the average salary offaculty men was $49,098, for women, $39,373.48. That gap increased from 1972 to 1992 by $1,192" (76) . He further indicates that underprivileged faculty categories such as "nontenuretrack," "instructor," and "lecturer" are largely filled by women (170). Such observations serve as reminders of the patriarchal character of capitalism, a system where women have historically provided structurally indispensable but often invisible labor.
18. See "Microeconomic Reform through Managerialism in American and
Australian Universities" in Currie and Vidovich's collection Universities and Globalization: Critical Perspectives.
19. While the authors recognize that centralization and collegiality are not "pure types"-especially since many faculty also fill administrative positionstheir research nevertheless points to a large percentage of workers who feel targeted rather than empowered by accountability initiatives.
20. Julie Schmid reports on the Iowa administration's anti-labor stance in
